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March 30, 2010

Editor in Chief of the BMC Medical Genetics Journal

Dear Editor:

I would like to submit enclosed original article entitled “TRAIL Death Receptor-4, Decoy Receptor-1 and Decoy Receptor-2 expression on CD8+ T cells correlate with the disease severity in patients with rheumatoid arthritis” for publication in the BMC Medical Genetics journal. In this study, we explored the evidence for alterations in TRAIL/TRAIL receptor expression on peripheral T lymphocytes to reveal the molecular mechanism of RA development. We demonstrated that measurements of the level of T cell TRAIL/TRAIL receptor expression might be useful to include in the diagnostic work-up of RA patients, while the CD8+ T cell associated DR4, DcR1 and DcR2 expression profile might be more important in monitoring severity of the disease.

The data in the manuscript is original and the manuscript is not under consideration elsewhere. All authors have read and approved the final version of the manuscript, its content, and its submission to the BMC Medical Genetics. Authors declare that they have no conflict of interest.

I have suggested three potential referees for the reviewing of this manuscript as shown below. I am looking forward to hearing from you. Sincerely,

Sanlioglu VMD, PhD

Human Gene Therapy Division of Akdeniz University, Faculty of Medicine, B Block, 1st floor, Dumlupinar Boulevard, Campus, Antalya 07070 Phone: +90 (242) 249 6157 Web: www.tsget.org Email: sanlioglu@akdeniz.edu.tr
Prof. Dr. Salih Sanlioglu V.M.D., Ph.D.
The chair and the head of Department of Medical Genetics
The Director of the Human Gene Therapy Division
Akdeniz University Hospitals and Clinics
E mail: sanlioglu@akdeniz.edu.tr
Web: www.tsgct.org
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1. Yusuf Yazici M.D.
   Behcet's Syndrome Center,
   NYU-Hospital for Joint Diseases
   246 East 20th Street,
   Suite102, NY, NY 10003
   Tel: 646-356-9400
   Email: yusuf.yazici@nyumc.org

2. Robert D Inman, MD, FRCPC, FACP, FRCP
   Toronto Western Hospital
   1st Floor 1E-423
   399 Bathurst St.
   Toronto, Ontario
   Canada M5T 2S8
   Tel: 416-603-5869
   Email: robert.inman@uhn.on.ca

3. Simon Carette, M.D., FRCP(C)
   Toronto Western Hospital
   Edith Cavell
   8th Floor Rm. 005A
   399 Bathurst St.
   Toronto, Ontario
   Canada M5T 2S8
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